Based on the search forest for positive programs as de ned by Bol and Degerstedt, we de ne a tabulated version of SLS-resolution that is sound and complete w.r.t. well founded semantics. In contrast to SLS-resolution as proposed by Przymusinski and by Ross, a positivistic computation rule is not required. This proposal is closely related to that of Chen and Warren, but it relies on tabulation for both positive and negative recursion. In this way, only one forest needs to be constructed, rather than a forest for each negative context. For function-free programs, the resulting search forest is nite.
Introduction
It was shown in 5, 24] that bottom-up computation with magic templates 2, 22] and tabulated SLD-resolution 9, 26, 27] perform`essentially' the same computation. This result is made more precise in 4], where a common framework for both methods is discussed. It is called the search forest, because it has the additional advantage that it separates the search space from the search strategy. We recall this framework in Section 2.
The main aim of this paper is to de ne an acceptable search forest for arbitrary normal programs w.r.t. the (three-valued) well founded semantics 11]. We do not repeat the de nition of the well founded model again; it can be found in 7, 11, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23] and many other papers. This de nition suggests almost immediately how the well founded model can be computed bottom-up (for this case, magic templates are studied in 16]), but how to compute it top-down has been much less clear. The main problem is that two kinds of loops must be distinguished: loops through positive literals give rise to the answer`false', loops through negation can yield`unde ned'.
Two proposals, 19, 23] , solve this problem by using a positivistic and negatively parallel computation rule (terminology of 23]): a computation rule that rst selects all positive literals, and thereafter all negative literals at the same time. (In 18, 21] , this idea is hidden behind a mechanism that skips negative literals that cannot be decided at the current stage of the computation; at the rst stage, no negative literal can be decided and the computation of this rst stage is included in all subsequent stages.)
The restriction to positivistic computation rules is obviously a severe one. In Section 3, we de ne the search forest for normal programs and its answers. In order to keep this de nition as simple as possible, it uses essentially a positivistic computation rule. We show in Section 5 how to modify the de nitions in such a way, that the computation rule need no longer be positivistic. Section 4 contains some elementary results about the search forest, such as its soundness and completeness.
The proposals by Przymusinski and Ross have no mechanism to detect (positive and negative) loops, so they are essentially ine ective. In 7] , a version of SLS-resolution is presented that detects positive loops by tabulation. Negative loops are detected by maintaining a negative context: the set of negative literals that may be assumed unde ned, because they are encountered in a loop. In this way, the tables must be constructed for all relevant negative contexts. This gives many redundant computations, and a rather complex result (the nal construction is a forest of forests : : :). Our method constructs only one forest, which is characterized by a sequence of forests, each extending its predecessors. Negative contexts are not su cient for detecting in nite chains of negative dependencies (as in p(x) p(f(x))).
Our method can handle this case (at least on a theoretical level: the forest becomes of course in nite), as is shown in Example 5.3.
It should also be mentioned that a top-down computation of the well founded semantics for ground programs is described in 17]; instead of tabulation, it uses both positive and negative contexts. That such use of positive contexts does not generalize easily to the nonground case is shown in 1].
When comparing systems using tabulation with ordinary SLD-resolution, one can observe that tabulation implies the use of a local computation rule 27]. By locality we understand that the computation of literals in a composite goal is done by computing one atom completely, before starting the computation of any of the others. In some situations, the locality of a computation rule con icts with its safeness We refer to (u-)resultants with empty bodies as (u-)answers. Throughout the paper, we assume the existence of a xed computation rule R, which selects one atom in the body of every (u-)resultant that is not a (u-)answer. We now de ne resolution.
De nition 2. If G 0 is an answer, then a resolvent of G using G 0 is called an atom resolvent of G using G 0 .
If G, G 0 or both are u-resultants instead of ordinary resultants, then the same de nitions apply; the resolvent is a u-resultant in these cases. The above de nition allows us to consider resultants that di er only by a renaming as being equal. From now on we will do so.
De nition 2.4 Forest] A forest is a set of trees; the nodes of these trees are labeled by (u-)resultants. We shall often identify a node with its label.
By a tree for B in a forest, we understand a tree of which the root is a B-instantiation of a program clause (which program is involved shall always be clear from the context). In the presence of negation, it is unavoidable to have at least two nested loops in the operational characterization: negation as failure is an extension based on a negative result (`B is failed'); it can only be justi ed after all e orts to prove the opposite positive result (`B succeeds') are exhausted.
Declaratively, we de ne the search forest as the limit of a (possibly trans- if G is a node in F and R(G) = B is ground, then G has a child labeled by the u-resultant that is obtained by removing R(G) from G (thus this child contains the connective u ).
The motivation for extension by clause and extension by (u-)answer is the same as for positive programs. The possibility of extension by oundering in the above de nition solves the con ict between a safe and a local computation rule, as was mentioned in the introduction. Instead of requiring that the nonground negative literals are resolved before an answer is returned, à conditional' answer is returned to the calling goal. This makes it possible to select other literals from the calling goal rst, thereby hopefully making the nonground negative literals ground. In this way, we only need to require that the computation rule is locally safe, which means that it always selects a positive or ground negative literal from the body of a resultant, if such a literal is available.
Extension by answer, by u-answers and by oundering can be seen as three instances of the same idea: extension by potential answer (this term was coined in 3]).
and B an atom.
We call B a computed answer for B in F, if a tree for B in F contains a leaf (computed answer node) B .
We call B a potential answer for B in F, if a tree for B in F contains a leaf (potential answer node) B L or B u L, where L is a (possibly empty) sequence of nonground negative literals.
In the way it is used here, extension by u-assumption can be seen as an implementation of a positivistic computation rule 19, 23] : it removes a ground negative literal as soon as that literal is selected, thus in the end a positive literal is selected. But things are more subtle than that. As soon as the ground negative literal is selected, extension by clause applies and a computation for its positive counterpart is started. If this computation succeeds (so the negative literal fails), then the resultant obtained by extension by u-assumption is unsound.
As a result, u-answers are not sound in the usual sense: a node B u in the forest does not mean that B is unde ned or true in the well founded model (or, in other words, at least unde ned in the truth ordering). However, the extension by u-assumption does not a ect the soundness of the forest w.r.t. the information ordering: if a literal is successful, respectively failed (see Section 3.2), in the forest, then it is successful, respectively failed, in the well founded model of the program. Intuitively, this follows from the observation that replacing a negative literal (any literal, actually) in the program by the truth constant`unde ned' weakens the program (i.e., the well founded model of the program becomes informationally less). We defer a further discussion of soundness and completeness to the Sections 3.4 and 4.
In Section 5, we show that the application of extension by u-assumption can be limited to those cases in which it is really needed. For example, it is never needed when the program is locally strati ed and no oundering occurs (Proposition 5.1). In this way, the framework is no longer restricted to positivistic computation rules only.
Negation as Failure
We now de ne when an atom is failed in a forest that is closed under the positive extensions. From the discussion above, it follows that this de nition cannot be based on the absence of answers only, as failure does not imply the absence of u-answers. Our approach is to identify rst the unsound set of the forest: the set of nodes that must be ignored. (Notice that this set can only contain u-resultants.)
De nition 3. The di erence between extension by negation as failure and extension by u-assumption is only visible if the parent is not a u-resultant: in that case extension by u-assumption produces a u-resultant; extension by negation as failure produces an ordinary resultant. Example 3.3 shows how these de nitions work out in a concrete case.
The Search Forest
Finally, we de ne the sequence of forests that leads to the search forest.
De nition 3. Let be a limit ordinal and let S = fF P (A) j < g. The forest F P (A) is the least upper bound of S w.r.t. v. The search forest F P (A) of P and A via R is the forest F P (A) of the smallest rank such that F P (A) = F +1 P (A).
Answers
Ideally, the search forest F P (A) for a ground atom A would give one of the outcomes:`successful',`unde ned' or`failed', meaning that A is true, undened respectively false (in the well founded model of the program P). For a non-ground atom A, the forest would give a set of computed answer substitutions and a set of`u-answer' substitutions, such that a ground instance A of A is true, if for some computed answer substitution , A A 3 , is false, if for no (computed or u-) answer substitution , A A , is unde ned, otherwise. Due to oundering, this ideal situation is not always reached in our framework. Computed answers serve their purpose: they prove that their conclusion is true. Instead of having`u-answers', we identify two subsets of the set of potential answer nodes: positively reliable and negatively reliable ones. A potential answer node is positively reliable if it proves that its conclusion is not false (thus a ounder leaf cannot be a positively reliable answer node and a computed answer node is always positively reliable; positively reliable answer nodes are never contained in the unsound set). A potential answer node is negatively reliable if the derivation that leads to it cannot prove the truth of its conclusion (thus a computed answer node is never negatively reliable; a potential answer node contained in the unsound set is always negatively reliable).
Let A be an atom and F = F P (A a literal C is removed by u-assumption, then C must be false or unde ned and if a potential answer is used, then this answer must be sound. A branch is negatively reliable if in at least one step, a premise is removed that is unde ned or even false: in that case this branch proves at most that its conclusion is unde ned; another branch would be needed to prove that it is true. Symmetrically to the positively reliable case, an`unreliable step' can be the u-assumption of a negative literal C, where C is true or unde ned, or the application of a potential answer that is itself obtained through a negatively reliable branch. The complicated pattern of mutual recursion forces us to use the seemingly unconstructive de nition through the`greatest pair of sets'. (It must say`greatest', because it is unreliability that needs to be supported, see e.g. Examples 3.1 and 3.2, where the branches support each other's reliability. Unreliability can be checked e ectively.) A small complication is, that, even though the branch leading to a ounder leaf can be positively reliable (so that we may use its result in other positively reliable branches for extension by oundering), the corresponding potential answer is not positively reliable.
De nition 3.7 Let F be a search forest and let R+ and R? be sets of potential answer nodes in F. Let B be an atom. A branch of F is positively reliable w.r.t. hR+; R?i if for every`extension by u-assumption' step removing a literal C: all potential answer nodes for C in F are contained in R?, and for every`extension by u-answer' and`extension by oundering' step using a potential answer C u L on C, at least one potential answer node C u L for C is contained in R+. If all answers for the query in a forest are determinate, then we have exactly the ideal situation mentioned in the beginning of this section: the answers from case (i) are the computed answers, those from case (ii) are thè u-answers' and case (iii) signals failure. It is indeed only oundering that can prevent this ideal situation. Proposition 3.1 If there are no ounder leaves in a search forest F, then every potential answer node is determinate in F.
Examples
In all examples, we give the program P, followed by the search forest for P and query w, via the computation rule that selects the leftmost safe literal.
When more than one rank is needed to obtain the nal forest, a horizontal line shows where each non-nal forest ends. The numbers of the nodes are for reference only, they are not formally part of the forest. Often extensions can be performed in parallel. Adding the nodes by increasing number is always a possible way of constructing the forest.
Positive Programs
For positive programs, the search forest de ned here is exactly the one dened in 4], where some examples can be found. . Therefore q should be failed. We can indeed show that q is failed, because F 2 = fnode 7g: the only potential answer node for q is in the unsound set. Similarly, node 10 is obtained, p succeeds and w fails in u(x) e(y; x); w(y) (x is unde ned if some y x is not wellde ned) e(1; 2)
( 1 2) e(s(x); s(s(x))) e(x; s(x)) ( The rst forest is already in nite; neither the trees created because of the selected literal at node 24, nor any node containing numbers greater than 3 are shown in the gure. Node 3 and 10 have in nitely many children. The children of node 3 tell us that u(0) w(1) _ w(2) _ w(3) _ : : : : We see that 9 : u(1) is failed, 7 : w(1) u(1), 19 : u(2) w(1), 14 : w (2) In this example, we see that the naive extension of SLS-resolution would give an in nite loop through negation when using the leftmost computation rule. In our approach, the application of u-assumption results in the`reselection' of r in node 6. (Node 8 is obtained from node 7 through extension by uanswer.) In F 1 , r and p are failed (no potential answers). Thus node 9 is added to obtain F 2 , in which q and s are failed ( F 2 = fnode 7, node 8g).
The addition of node 10 is rather redundant; it will be an easy optimization of an actual implementation to avoid such an addition. Due to the oundering of q(x), we may not expect the system to nd out that w is true. The branch (of 0 steps) leading to node 2 is positively reliable and not negatively reliable 4 , but its potential answer is neither positively nor negatively reliable. Node 4 and node 5 are both positively and negatively reliable, so we obtain the answer that w cannot be false (w is unde ned or true).
Notice that replacing p by w in the program changes neither the semantics of the program nor the shape of the forest, but in this case all nodes are classi ed as unreliable. Since our classi cation system is unable to reason by cases (`either w succeeds from node 2 or node 2 can be considered negatively reliable, making node 4 and node 5 positively reliable, so that w is at least unde ned'), we do not even obtain the conclusion that w cannot be false. 9:q(a; b) j 11:w Node 2 is a ounder leaf, and, by`extension by oundering', it gives rise to node 3. It is essential that the binding fx=ag is returned in this way, because now q(a; y) is selected in node 3, which does not give rise to oundering. All answer nodes for w are determinate in the nal forest. Notice that there is no safe local computation rule for this example. 
Limiting Extension by u-assumption
In this section, we restrict the application of extension by u-assumption to those cases in which it is really needed. This has a few consequences.
Extension by u-assumption becomes a negative extension, i.e., an extension that is applied relative to the forest of a one lower rank, which is closed under the remaining positive extensions. So it gets the same status as extension by negation as failure. (Another option would be to add yet another level of iteration and to apply extension by u-assumption only on undecided atoms in forests that are closed under the positive extensions and extension by negation as failure. This section shows that we do not need a third level of iteration.)
Apart from successful and failed atoms, we have at least two other classes, which we call waiting and blocked. An atom is waiting if it can still fail or succeed on a higher rank without using extension by u-assumption (for example, its derivation requires C, and C just failed, so its derivation will be continued in the forest of the next rank). Otherwise it is blocked; extension by u-assumption will only be applied on blocked literals.
We must rede ne the notion of a failed atom: we must consider leaves in which a ground negative literal is selected. These leaves did not exist so far, because extension by u-assumption immediately gave them a child. Now we must check that such a leaf is not waiting for a child (unless it is in the unsound set). We must also, recursively, check that a node (in which a positive literal is selected) has all its children, i.e., that it does not depend on a`waiting' negative leaf. Otherwise, B is blocked in F.
The de nition of waiting requires some explanation. The set of waiting literals is de ned recursively. The base case is provided by atoms that are failed (at the current rank, but we need not state that explicitly), although these atoms themselves are of course not waiting. The recursive case adds those atoms that depend on an interesting (i.e., not unsound) resultant that can still fail or receive a child through extension by negation as failure, because its ground negative selected literal is waiting. (Positive selected literals are handled through the dependency relation; ounder leaves give rise to blocking.)
Now we can add extension by u-assumption for blocked literals as the second negative extension, together with negation as failure. if G is a node in F, R(G) = B is ground, and B is blocked in F 0 , then G has a child in F labeled by the u-resultant that is obtained by removing R(G) from G (thus this child contains the connective u ).
As it stands, extension by u-assumption is applied on all blocked literals simultaneously. It is possible to restrict the application of extension by uassumption even further, namely to one literal at a time. We choose not to do this, because it requires an unblocking rule (similar to the computation rule), to select one of the blocked literals in the forest for extension by uassumption.
The search forest is obtained in the same way as de ned in Section 3.3.
The only addition is that we must require explicitly that F v F +1 (see e.g. Example 5.2).
Examples
In 
Results
Persistence, at least items (i) and (ii), now follows from the de nitions. We have soundness and completeness results similar to the ones in Section 4. Finally, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.1 Let P be a locally strati ed program and A an atom. If F P (A) contains no ounder leaf, then no forest in the sequence constructing F P (A) contains a blocked atom. Thus extension by u-assumption is not used.
Conclusions and Future Work
The search forest, as we de ned it, provides a goal-oriented search space that is sound and complete w.r.t. the well founded semantics. By adding di erent search strategies, di erent interpreters for the well founded semantics can be obtained.
In 4], a search strategy is described by means of search sequences.
A search sequence for a positive search forest F is a sequence of forests fFg i = F 1 ; F 2 ; : : :, such that F i v F, and F i+1 extends F i with one new node according to Algorithm 1 in 4]: we say that we visit a node in F i for extension. A search sequence fFg i is said to be complete if its limit is the nal search forest. Search in search forests for a normal program generalizes the postitive case. As before, we may picture the search as the construction of the forest by visiting nodes, adding new nodes one by one.
For function-free programs the search space is nite, but in general it will be in nite. In the latter case, completeness can only be achieved by in nite or even trans nite search sequences. However, to visit a node for a negative extension, it is often su cient to consider only a ( nite) part of the nodes at lower ranks. In Example 3.4, for instance, it is enough to construct F 1 up to node 9, before node 7 is visited for extension by negation as failure, thereby adding node !+1. Similarily, we only have to consider a nite part of the search forest before visiting nodes 14; 24; : : : for extension by negation as failure, adding nodes ! +2; ! +3; : : :. However, node ! 2 can only be added by a trans nite search sequence. For a discussion on particular search strategies for positive forests, such as depth-rst and breadth-rst strategies, see 4] . Extending this discussion to forests for normal programs is still an area of research.
Another area of research is the incorporation of constructive negation 6, 10, 20] in this framework. The search forest approach has more symmetry between positive and negative literals than 7, 19, 23]: it does not assume a positivistic computation rule and does not use negative contexts. Therefore we believe that our approach is more suitable for constructive negation than these others. The discussion on positively and negatively reliable answers can probably even be simpli ed by the incorporation of constructive negation, as it is complicated mostly by oundering.
Finally, the search forest should be compared with the search space generated by the magic templates of 16], similar to what was done in 4] for positive programs.
